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Subject Name: English 6

I)  Tick the Correct Option: (All questions / options - 180 / 0 ) 0 Marks

1) Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
I like hardworking students.

a)  hardworking b)  students c)  like d)  I

Correct Answer
hardworking
2) "We bought a new phone." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Past Perfect Tense b)  Future Indefinite Tense c)  Present Continuous Tense d)  Present Indefinite Tense

Correct Answer
Past Perfect Tense
3) "She does not listen to me." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Past Continuous Tense b)  Present Continuous Tense c)  Future Continuous Tense d)  Present Indefinite Tense

Correct Answer
Present Indefinite Tense
4) "Ahmad bought a radio." Verb in the following sentence is:

a)  radio b)  Ahmad c)  a d)  bought

Correct Answer
bought
5) Pick out the proper noun from the given sentence:  We are going to Shalimar Garden

a)  going b)  to, we c)  are d)  Shalimar Garden

Correct Answer
Shalimar Garden
6) Wait here ______ I come back.

a)  until b)  when c)  yet d)  so that

Correct Answer
until
7) Amna helps _____ sister in studies.

a)  his b)  our c)  her d)  their

Correct Answer
her
8) She obeys _____ teachers.

a)  them b)  her c)  his d)  their

Correct Answer
her

9) Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ our army has conquered the city.

a)  Aha b)  Oh c)  Hush d)  Bravo

Correct Answer
Bravo

10) The bold word in the given sentence is:
I exercise daily.

a)  adverb b)  adjective c)  preposition d)  conjunction

Correct Answer
adverb
11) An action word is called:

a)  preposition b)  adverb c)  verb d)  noun

Correct Answer
verb
12) "_____! You're stepping on my foot."

a)  Ah b)  Oh c)  Ouch d)  Well

Correct Answer
Ouch
13) It is the name of a matter or substance of which anything is made:

a)  abstract noun b)  material noun c)  proper noun d)  collective noun

Correct Answer
material noun
14) "He will visit me today." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Past Indefinite Tense b)  Present Continuous Tense c)  Present Indefinite Tense d)  Future Indefinite Tense

Correct Answer
Future Indefinite Tense

15) Identify verb from the given sentence:
I always speak truth.

a)  speak b)  truth c)  always d)  I

Correct Answer



speak

16) Identify verb from the given sentence:
Mr. Waseem teaches us english.

a)  Waseem b)  English c)  us d)  teaches

Correct Answer
teaches
17) He is either a typist __________ a teacher.

a)  in b)  or c)  and d)  but

Correct Answer
or
18) "What did he tell you yesterday?" Second person pronoun in the following sentence is:

a)  he b)  yesterday c)  tell d)  you

Correct Answer
you
19) "Sabi is telling a lie." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Present Perfect Continuous Tense b)  Past Continuous Tense c)  Present Continuous Tense d)  Future Continuous Tense

Correct Answer
Present Continuous Tense
20) "He was beating his dog." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) 
Future Indefinite Tense

b)  Past Continuous Tense c)  Present Continuous Tense d)  Past Perfect Tense

Correct Answer
Past Continuous Tense
21) "Zahid reads a book." Proper Noun in the following sentence is:

a)  reads b)  Zahid c)  book d)  a

Correct Answer
Zahid
22) "She is eating rice." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Future Indefinite Tense b)  Past Continuous Tense c)  Present Continuous Tense d)  Past Perfect Tense

Correct Answer
Present Continuous Tense
23) The policeman was running _______ the thief.

a)  on b)  after c)  between d)  of

Correct Answer
after

24) Identify verb from the given sentence:
He is reading a novel.

a)  novel b)  is c)  reading d)  he

Correct Answer
reading
25) They love _____ country.

a)  his b)  them c)  her d)  their

Correct Answer
their
26) "I will not talk to her." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Present Indefinite Tense b)  Future Indefinite Tense c)  Past Perfect Tense d)  Present Continuous Tense

Correct Answer
Future Indefinite Tense

27) Identify verb from the given sentence:
Najma is cooking rice.

a)  Najma b)  rice c)  is d)  cooking

Correct Answer
cooking
28) A sentence is incomplete without a/an:

a)  adverb b)  adjective c)  noun d)  verb

Correct Answer
verb

29) Use adjective in the given sentence:
A sparrow is in the ______ cage.

a)  Hadi's b)  small c)  my d)  bravo

Correct Answer
small
30) The boys are going to _____ classroom.

a)  my b)  her c)  his d)  their

Correct Answer
their
31) He swam ______ the river.

a)  between b)  from c)  across d)  by

Correct Answer
across
32) "She is talking on phone." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Future Indefinite Tense b)  Present Indefinite Tense c)  Present Continuous Tense d)  Past Perfect Tense

Correct Answer



Present Continuous Tense
33) "Imran Khan is a fast bowler." Adjective in the following sentence is:

a)  Imran Khan b)  bowler c)  is d)  fast

Correct Answer
fast
34) Hadi is a doctor. _____ works in a hospital.

a)  she b)  they c)  it d)  he

Correct Answer
he
35) "The boys have lost their pens." Possessive adjective case of pronoun is:

a)  boys b)  lost c)  their d)  pens

Correct Answer
their

36) Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence:
We respect his honesty.

a)  honesty b)  we c)  respect d)  his

Correct Answer
honesty
37) "I told them my name." Objective case pronoun in the following sentence is:

a)  told b)  them c)  name d)  I

Correct Answer
them
38) We go to mosque ______ saying prayers.

a)  to b)  on c)  for d)  by

Correct Answer
for
39) Although I am poor _____ I will get education.

a)  but b)  yet c)  and d)  therefore

Correct Answer
yet
40) "He will be holding my hand." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Present Continuous Tense b)  Future Continuous Tense c)  Past Continuous Tense d)  Future Perfect Tense

Correct Answer
Future Continuous Tense
41) Identify the adverb from the following:

a)  loud b)  day c)  repeated d)  hereby

Correct Answer
hereby

42) Identify the material noun from the given sentence:
The chair is made of wood.

a)  chair b)  wood c)  made d)  the, of

Correct Answer
wood
43) You are looking at me _____ I am the murderer.

a)  and b)  but c)  so that d)  as if

Correct Answer
as if

44) Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ this is a beautiful scenery.

a)  Ouch b)  Hurrah c)  Ah d)  Hush

Correct Answer
Hurrah
45) Pick out the proper noun from the given sentence:  My name is Amjad.

a)  name b)  Amjad c)  is d)  my

Correct Answer
Amjad

46) Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence:
I am feeling pain in my leg.

a)  feeling b)  in c)  pain d)  I, my

Correct Answer
pain
47) He jumped ______ the pool.

a)  in b)  into c)  on d)  across

Correct Answer
into
48) "Lahore is the capital of _____ Pakistan."

a)  Hmmm b)  Er c)  Yup d)  Ah

Correct Answer
Er

49) Use adjective in the given sentence:
The goat gives _____ milk.

a)  me b)  them c)  her d)  white

Correct Answer



white
50) "Hareem does not like to play." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Past Perfect Tense b)  Present Continuous Tense c)  Present Indefinite Tense d)  Past Indefinite Tense

Correct Answer
Present Indefinite Tense

51) Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
______ I misspelled my name on the form.

a)  Ah b)  Oh c)  Oops d)  Ouch

Correct Answer
Oops
52) Third degree of "Wise" is:

a)  wisest b)  wiser c)  more wiser d)  wiserest

Correct Answer
wisest
53) "We learn English at school." Verb in the following sentence is:

a)  learn b)  English c)  at d)  school

Correct Answer
learn
54) "There are monkeys on the hill." Common Noun in the following sentence is:

a)  hill b)  monkeys c)  on d)  there

Correct Answer
hill
55) "You played cricket." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Present Continuous Tense b)  Present Indefinite Tense c)  Past Indefinite Tense d)  Past Perfect Tense

Correct Answer
Past Indefinite Tense

56) Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
They welcomed the guests warmly.

a)  warmly b)  welcomed c)  they d)  the guests

Correct Answer
warmly
57) I am brave ______ you are coward.

a)  but b)  therefore c)  because d)  yet

Correct Answer
but
58) I began my work _________ they had gone.

a)  by b)  on c)  or d)  after

Correct Answer
after

59) Use adjective in the given sentence:
He jumped into the _______ river.

a)  Indus b)  Ravi c)  deep d)  high

Correct Answer
deep

60) Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
He is a brave soldier.

a)  he b)  soldier c)  is d)  brave

Correct Answer
brave
61) He is both handsome _________ clever.

a)  or b)  if c)  and d)  till

Correct Answer
and
62) We are talking _____ poverty.

a)  on b)  of c)  in d)  about

Correct Answer
about
63) Aslam respects ______ parents.

a)  her b)  their c)  his d)  them

Correct Answer
his
64) There is unity ______ the brothers.

a)  in b)  on c)  among d)  between

Correct Answer
among
65) The boys jumped quickly _________ the wall.

a)  after b)  among c)  into d)  over

Correct Answer
over
66) "Tariq Bin Ziyady was a very brave man." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a)  brave b)  man c)  very d)  Tariq Bin Ziyad

Correct Answer
very



67) Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
She shall work honestly.

a)  work b)  she c)  honestly d)  shall

Correct Answer
honestly

68) Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
She sang a song happily.

a)  sang b)  happily c)  she d)  song

Correct Answer
happily

69) Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
He solved the question quickly.

a)  quickly b)  solved c)  the d)  question

Correct Answer
quickly
70) "Our army is very brave." Adjective in the following sentence is:

a)  army b)  our c)  very d)  brave

Correct Answer
brave
71) The plain flies _______ the clouds.

a)  in b)  above c)  before d)  Down

Correct Answer
above
72) Identify the adverb from the following:

a)  Anew b)  Way c)  Wise d)  There

Correct Answer
Anew

73) Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
He talked to me politely.

a)  talked b)  to c)  politely d)  he, me

Correct Answer
politely
74) The boy jumped ______ the tree.

a)  on b)  by c)  from d)  to

Correct Answer
from
75) "I have taken tea.." Auxiliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a)  I b)  taken c)  tea d)  have

Correct Answer
have

76) Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ today is holiday.

a)  Yahoo b)  Bravo c)  Fie d)  Ah

Correct Answer
Yahoo

77) The bold word in the given sentence is:
We help the poor.

a)  verb b)  adverb c)  noun d)  preposition

Correct Answer
verb
78) Although she is careless ______ she is very intelligent.

a)  but b)  so c)  therefore d)  yet

Correct Answer
yet
79) "_____, that seems good."

a)  Ah b)  Er c)  Hmm d)  O

Correct Answer
Ah

80) Identify verb from the given sentence
We are walking in the garden.

a)  we b)  garden c)  in, the d)  walking

Correct Answer
walking
81) A word used instead of a noun is called:

a)  proper noun b)  common noun c)  pronoun d)  verb

Correct Answer
pronoun

82) Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
She goes to school regularly.

a)  school b)  goes c)  she d)  regularly

Correct Answer
regularly
83) Pick out the collective noun from the given sentence: Our team won the match.

a)  match b)  won c)  team d)  the



Correct Answer
team

84) Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
He stole my pen cleverly.

a)  stole b)  pen c)  my d)  claverly

Correct Answer
claverly
85) They put a fence _____ the house.

a)  on b)  about c)  among d)  for

Correct Answer
about
86) "It's hot today." "_____?" "I said it's hot today."

a)  Yow b)  Oh c)  Eh d)  Yeah

Correct Answer
Eh
87) "_____. I don't think that's a great idea,."

a)  Hey b)  Er c)  Hmm d)  Oh

Correct Answer
Hmm

88) The bold word in the given sentence is:
I am doing my homework.

a)  adjective b)  adverb c)  noun d)  verb

Correct Answer
verb
89) The bird is in _____ nest.

a)  its b)  his c)  their d)  her

Correct Answer
its
90) "They will be saying prayer." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Past Continuous Tense b)  Present Continuous Tense c)  Future Continuous Tense d)  Present Perfect Continuous Tense

Correct Answer
Future Continuous Tense

91) Identify verb from the given sentence:
I live in Islamabad.

a)  Islamabad b)  live c)  in d)  I

Correct Answer
live
92) "How do you manage to stay there?" Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Present Indefinite Tense b)  Present Continuous Tense c)  Future Indefinite Tense d)  Past Perfect Tense

Correct Answer
Present Indefinite Tense
93) I went to bazaar _____ shopping.

a)  to b)  from c)  for d)  in

Correct Answer
for

94) Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence:
We get heat from sun.

a)  get b)  heat c)  we, from d)  sun

Correct Answer
heat
95) The boys are playing _____ the ground.

a)  in b)  on c)  of d)  from

Correct Answer
on

96) Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
He likes to wear simple clothes.

a)  clothes b)  simple c)  wear d)  likes

Correct Answer
simple
97) "My mother is very dear to me." Adjective in the following sentence is:

a)  dear b)  my c)  mother d)  my

Correct Answer
dear
98) "Oh _____! Does it hurt?"

a)  dear b)  hmm c)  does d)  er

Correct Answer
dear
99) "_____, she's dead now."

a)  Oh b)  Er c)  Hay d)  Alas

Correct Answer
Alas

100) Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ my new shoes are cutting my feet.

a)  Hurrah b)  Oh c)  Alas d)  Oops



Correct Answer
Alas
101) "The chair is very light." Adjective in the following sentence is:

a)  chair b)  light c)  very d)  is

Correct Answer
light

102) Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ our team has won the match.

a)  Alas b)  Ouch c)  Aha d)  Oops

Correct Answer
Aha

103) Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ my father has died.

a)  Hurrah b)  Fie c)  Hush d)  Alas

Correct Answer
Alas
104) I live _____ Lahore.

a)  in b)  on c)  between d)  of

Correct Answer
in
105) A pen _________ a book is required.

a)  but b)  or c)  than d)  yet

Correct Answer
or

106) Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ my necklace is lost.

a)  Oh b)  Ouch c)  Fie d)  Bravo

Correct Answer
Oh

107) The bold word in the given sentence is:
She writes neatly.

a)  conjunction b)  noun c)  adverb d)  interjection

Correct Answer
adverb
108) "We are five brothers." Nominative case in the following sentence is:

a)  five b)  are c)  we d)  brothers

Correct Answer
we
109) I cannot _______ I am busy.

a)  because b)  but c)  and d)  or

Correct Answer
because
110) He should differentiate _______ write and wrong.

a)  among b)  in c)  between d)  on

Correct Answer
between
111) Third degree of "Merry" is:

a)  merrier b)  merryiest c)  merryer d)  merriest

Correct Answer
merriest
112) We do ______ homework daily.

a)  their b)  our c)  his d)  her

Correct Answer
our
113) I am active _____ you are lazy.

a)  so b)  but c)  therefore d)  yet

Correct Answer
but
114) "They will make a noise." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Present Continuous Tense b)  Past Continuous Tense c)  Past Perfect Tense d)  Future Indefinite Tense

Correct Answer
Future Indefinite Tense
115) Ali _____ Ahmad are close friends.

a)  so b)  but c)  until d)  and

Correct Answer
and
116) He is intelligent __________ hardworking.

a)  by b)  therefore c)  as well as d)  both

Correct Answer
as well as

117) Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
She bought a pretty doll.

a)  bought b)  she c)  pretty d)  doll

Correct Answer



pretty
118) The children are playing hockey. ____ are very happy.

a)  they b)  it c)  he d)  we

Correct Answer
they
119) Quaid-e-Azam is _____ national hero. _____ was born in Krachi.

a)  he, our b)  she, their c)  our, he d)  their, it

Correct Answer
our, he
120) "We learn our lesson." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Past Indefinite Tense b)  Present Indefinite Tense c)  Present Continuous Tense d)  Past Perfect Tense

Correct Answer
Present Indefinite Tense
121) "_____ Nida. How are you today?"

a)  Hullo b)  Er c)  Hmmm d)  Yow

Correct Answer
Hullo
122) Third degree of "proud" is:

a)  proder b)  proudest c)  proudr d)  pridest

Correct Answer
proudest

123) Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
My teacher teaches me hardworkingly.

a)  teaches b)  hardworkingly c)  My, me d)  teacher

Correct Answer
hardworkingly
124) "They do not care about anything." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Present Continuous Tense b)  Present Indefinite Tense c)  Future Indefinite Tense d)  Past Perfect Tense

Correct Answer
Present Indefinite Tense
125) A word that explains a verb is called:

a)  verb b)  adjective c)  adverb d)  conjunction

Correct Answer
adverb
126) She says ______ she is a doctor.

a)  and b)  but c)  that d)  so that

Correct Answer
that

127) Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence:
I like his innocence.

a)  like b)  his c)  I d)  Innocence

Correct Answer
Innocence
128) Work hard _____ you should fail.

a)  so that b)  so c)  lest d)  unless

Correct Answer
lest

129) The bold word in the given sentence is:
They walk slowly.

a)  adjective b)  adverb c)  conjunction d)  preposition

Correct Answer
adverb
130) "_____, please say 'yes'!"

a)  Er b)  Le c)  Eh d)  Oh

Correct Answer
Oh
131) "Crow is a very clever bird." Adjective in the following sentence is:

a)  clever b)  crow c)  bird d)  is

Correct Answer
clever
132) "They are going to the bazar." Third person pronoun in the following sentence is:

a)  going b)  to c)  they d)  bazar

Correct Answer
they
133) Third degree of "simple" is:

a)  simpler b)  simplerest c)  More simple d)  simplest

Correct Answer
simplest

134) Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
She helped the poor begger.

a)  helped b)  poor c)  begger d)  she

Correct Answer
begger



135) Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
The soldiers fought bravely.

a)  fought b)  bravely c)  soldiers d)  the

Correct Answer
bravely
136) "He is a fat man." Noun in the following sentence is:

a)  man b)  fat c)  is d)  he

Correct Answer
man
137) You are disturbing ______.

a)  I b)  me c)  my d)  myself

Correct Answer
me
138) Can you wait ________?

a)  beside b)  outside c)  upon d)  to

Correct Answer
outside
139) "I am doing my job." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Present Continuous Tense b)  Past Continuous Tense c)  Future Indefinite Tense d)  Past Perfect Tense

Correct Answer
Present Continuous Tense
140) This chair is made ______ wood.

a)  in b)  from c)  on d)  of

Correct Answer
of
141) We went to Krachi ______ train.

a)  by b)  with c)  on d)  a

Correct Answer
by
142) "You are my friend." Auxiliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a)  friend b)  you c)  my d)  are

Correct Answer
are
143) "They were coming towards me." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Past Perfect Tense b)  Future Indefinite Tense c)  Past Continuous Tense d)  Present Continuous Tense

Correct Answer
Past Continuous Tense

144) The bold word in the given sentence is:
I am eating a mango.

a)  adverb b)  conjunction c)  verb d)  noun

Correct Answer
verb

145) The bold word in the given sentence is:
He is chasing his dreams.

a)  verb b)  adverb c)  adjective d)  noun

Correct Answer
verb
146) He is my friend ______ he helps me.

a)  because b)  therefore c)  so d)  but

Correct Answer
therefore

147) Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
His father is a famous doctor.

a)  famous b)  father c)  is, a d)  doctor

Correct Answer
famous
148) The name of some quality, state or action is called:

a)  proper noun b)  common noun c)  material noun d)  abstract noun

Correct Answer
abstract noun
149) Our house is _________ the market and the school.

a)  among b)  between c)  on d)  over

Correct Answer
between
150) I am a teacher ______ you are a doctor.

a)  but b)  so c)  until d)  unless

Correct Answer
but

151) The bold word in the given sentence is:
He is running.

a)  interjection b)  conjunction c)  verb d)  adverb

Correct Answer
verb
152) " ! What a good idea!"



_____ g

a)  Hey b)  Yow c)  Le d)  Er

Correct Answer
Hey
153) Identify the adverb from the following:

a)  kin b)  henceforth c)  decided d)  shore

Correct Answer
henceforth
154) "I shall be reading a book." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Future Continuous Tense b)  Present Continuous Tense c)  Past Continuous Tense d)  Present Perfect Continuous Tense

Correct Answer
Future Continuous Tense

155) Identify the material noun from the given sentence:
This door is made of iron.

a)  door b)  made c)  this d)  iron

Correct Answer
iron

156) Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ My friend has failed.

a)  Alas b)  Oh c)  Aha d)  Bravo

Correct Answer
Alas
157) "He did not go to the shop." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a)  Present Continuous Tense b)  Past Indefinite Tense c)  Present Indefinite Tense d)  Past Perfect Tense

Correct Answer
Past Indefinite Tense
158) The words that join two words, clauses or sentences together are called:

a)  preposition b)  Interjection c)  conjunction d)  Adverb

Correct Answer
conjunction

159) Identify verb from the given sentence:
The boys are playing hockey.

a)  the b)  playing c)  boys d)  hockey

Correct Answer
playing

160) The bold word in the given sentence is:
I spoke angrily.

a)  adjective b)  preposition c)  conjunction d)  adverb

Correct Answer
adverb

161) Pick out the proper noun from the given sentence:
The name of my country is Pakistan.

a)  country b)  Pakistan c)  name d)  my, of

Correct Answer
Pakistan
162) Pick out the proper noun from the given sentence:  I visited Krachi last month.

a)  Krachi b)  visited c)  I d)  month

Correct Answer
Krachi

163) Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
We solved the exercise easily.

a)  exercise b)  solved c)  easily d)  we, the

Correct Answer
easily
164) ____ are going to Lahore.

a)  I b)  he c)  it d)  we

Correct Answer
we
165) The word that explains a noun or adds meaning to a noun is called as:

a)  verb b)  adverb c)  preposition d)  adjective

Correct Answer
adjective
166) I am ill ________ i will not go to school.

a)  because b)  therefore c)  but d)  yet

Correct Answer
therefore
167) "Iqra behaves oddly sometimes." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a)  behaves b)  Iqra c)  sometimes d)  Both a,b

Correct Answer
sometimes

168) Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence:
He praised my beauty.

a)  praised b)  beauty c)  my d)  he

Correct Answer
beauty



169) The children are playing with ______ toys.

a)  their b)  his c)  its d)  her

Correct Answer
their
170) Pick out the proper noun from the given sentence:  Allama Iqbal is a famous poet.

a)  famous b)  poet c)  Allama Iqbal d)  is, a

Correct Answer
Allama Iqbal
171) There is neck ______ the face.

a)  on b)  in c)  between d)  below

Correct Answer
below
172) "I shall eat an apple." Auxiliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a)  eat b)  shall c)  apple d)  I

Correct Answer
shall
173) Open ______ books.

a)  my b)  you c)  your d)  its

Correct Answer
your

174) Identify verb from the given sentence:
The girl is singing a song.

a)  singing b)  the c)  girl d)  song

Correct Answer
singing
175) "Lahore has many gardens." Noun in the following sentence is:

a)  gardens b)  has c)  many d)  Lahore

Correct Answer
Lahore

176) Use adjective in the given sentence:
My _____ friend is my neighbour.

a)  that b)  this c)  moving d)  best

Correct Answer
best

177) Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
______ she is saying prayer.

a)  Hurrah b)  Hush c)  Bravo d)  Aha

Correct Answer
Hush
178) We cannot go outside ______ it is raining.

a)  therefore b)  but c)  and d)  because

Correct Answer
because
179) He sat _____ me.

a)  before b)  between c)  in d)  across

Correct Answer
before

180) Identify the material noun from the given sentence:
The jug is made of glass.

a)  made b)  the, of c)  jug d)  glass

Correct Answer
glass
II)  ۔:�� ��

�
�ں � ا� � � درج ذ� ��ُ (All questions / options - 30 / 0 ) 0 Marks

1) � �۔ � �رى � � � �� ��
a)  win
2) وہ �ر � � ر� �۔
a)  make noise
3) � وا�� � ا�ام �ں � � ر� �ں �؟
a)  respect
4) � �۔ �آن � � �وت ���

�
� �

a)  recite
5) � ر� �ڑى � ذر� � � ر� �۔
a)  travel
6) � � � ا�م �� �۔
a)  prize
7) �� � � ر� �۔
a)  laugh
8) � وہ �� �� � ر� � �؟
a)  smoke
9) � � �رى ا�� � �ا�۔
a)  steal
10) � � ر�� �ے۔ ��� � �
a)  fill
11) �� ا� � �ں � �� �۔
a)  admit, mistake



Correct Answer
admit, mistake
12) � آپ � ��ں � �د � ؟
a)  the poor, help
13) � � � �� � �� �ں۔
a)  abuse
14) � �؟ � � وہ دوڑ ��
a)  win
15) � �ں۔ � �ڑى � ���
a)  drive
16) � وہ �ل �ڑ ر� �؟
a)  pluck
17) ��ں �� � �ڑ ر� �ں �۔
a)  break
18) � دو�وں � ا�ر �ں � ر� �ں �؟
a)  depend
19) � �۔ �ا� � ���
a)  ring the bell
20) � �� � ر� �۔ �

� ا� و�
a)  waste
21) ���ں � ر� �ں �۔ ��

��
�� �

a)  catch
22) وہ �ل �� �۔
a)  go
23) � � �� �۔ وہ ���
a)  sing
24) � �۔ �رج �ب � �ُوب ���
a)  set
25) �ض دے ر� �؟

�
� وہ �

a)  lend
26) �اروں �۔

�
ُ
� ��ں � �ں �ؤں � �

a)  summer vacations
27) �ں � �� �؟
a)  the fish, swim
28) � �۔ �ى �ن ����

� � ا���
a)  teach
29) � �� ر� �� �؟
a)  dance
30) �� دودھ د� �۔
a)  give
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I)  Tick the Correct Option: (All questions / options - 180 / 0 ) 0 Marks

1. Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
I like hardworking students.

a) hardworking b) students c) like d) I

2. "We bought a new phone." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Past Perfect Tense b) Future Indefinite Tense c) Present Continuous Tense d) Present Indefinite Tense

3. "She does not listen to me." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Past Continuous Tense b) Present Continuous Tense c) Future Continuous Tense d) Present Indefinite Tense

4. "Ahmad bought a radio." Verb in the following sentence is:

a) radio b) Ahmad c) a d) bought

5. Pick out the proper noun from the given sentence:  We are going to Shalimar Garden

a) going b) to, we c) are d) Shalimar Garden

6. Wait here ______ I come back.

a) until b) when c) yet d) so that

7. Amna helps _____ sister in studies.

a) his b) our c) her d) their

8. She obeys _____ teachers.

a) them b) her c) his d) their

9. Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ our army has conquered the city.

a) Aha b) Oh c) Hush d) Bravo

10. The bold word in the given sentence is:
I exercise daily.

a) adverb b) adjective c) preposition d) conjunction

11. An action word is called:

a) preposition b) adverb c) verb d) noun

12. "_____! You're stepping on my foot."

a) Ah b) Oh c) Ouch d) Well

13. It is the name of a matter or substance of which anything is made:

a) abstract noun b) material noun c) proper noun d) collective noun

14. "He will visit me today." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Past Indefinite Tense b) Present Continuous Tense c) Present Indefinite Tense d) Future Indefinite Tense

15. Identify verb from the given sentence:
I always speak truth.

a) speak b) truth c) always d) I

16. Identify verb from the given sentence:
Mr. Waseem teaches us english.

a) Waseem b) English c) us d) teaches

17. He is either a typist __________ a teacher.

a) in b) or c) and d) but

18. "What did he tell you yesterday?" Second person pronoun in the following sentence is:

a) he b) yesterday c) tell d) you

19. "Sabi is telling a lie." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Present Perfect Continuous Tense b) Past Continuous Tense c) Present Continuous Tense d) Future Continuous Tense

20. "He was beating his dog." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Future Indefinite Tense b) Past Continuous Tense c) Present Continuous Tense d) Past Perfect Tense

21. "Zahid reads a book." Proper Noun in the following sentence is:

a) reads b) Zahid c) book d) a

22. "She is eating rice." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Future Indefinite Tense b) Past Continuous Tense c) Present Continuous Tense d) Past Perfect Tense

23. The policeman was running _______ the thief.

a) on b) after c) between d) of

24. Identify verb from the given sentence:
He is reading a novel.

a) novel b) is c) reading d) he

25. They love _____ country.

a) his b) them c) her d) their

26. "I will not talk to her." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Present Indefinite Tense b) Future Indefinite Tense c) Past Perfect Tense d) Present Continuous Tense

27. Identify verb from the given sentence:
Najma is cooking rice.



a) Najma b) rice c) is d) cooking

28. A sentence is incomplete without a/an:

a) adverb b) adjective c) noun d) verb

29. Use adjective in the given sentence:
A sparrow is in the ______ cage.

a) Hadi's b) small c) my d) bravo

30. The boys are going to _____ classroom.

a) my b) her c) his d) their

31. He swam ______ the river.

a) between b) from c) across d) by

32. "She is talking on phone." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Future Indefinite Tense b) Present Indefinite Tense c) Present Continuous Tense d) Past Perfect Tense

33. "Imran Khan is a fast bowler." Adjective in the following sentence is:

a) Imran Khan b) bowler c) is d) fast

34. Hadi is a doctor. _____ works in a hospital.

a) she b) they c) it d) he

35. "The boys have lost their pens." Possessive adjective case of pronoun is:

a) boys b) lost c) their d) pens

36. Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence:
We respect his honesty.

a) honesty b) we c) respect d) his

37. "I told them my name." Objective case pronoun in the following sentence is:

a) told b) them c) name d) I

38. We go to mosque ______ saying prayers.

a) to b) on c) for d) by

39. Although I am poor _____ I will get education.

a) but b) yet c) and d) therefore

40. "He will be holding my hand." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Present Continuous Tense b) Future Continuous Tense c) Past Continuous Tense d) Future Perfect Tense

41. Identify the adverb from the following:

a) loud b) day c) repeated d) hereby

42. Identify the material noun from the given sentence:
The chair is made of wood.

a) chair b) wood c) made d) the, of

43. You are looking at me _____ I am the murderer.

a) and b) but c) so that d) as if

44. Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ this is a beautiful scenery.

a) Ouch b) Hurrah c) Ah d) Hush

45. Pick out the proper noun from the given sentence:  My name is Amjad.

a) name b) Amjad c) is d) my

46. Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence:
I am feeling pain in my leg.

a) feeling b) in c) pain d) I, my

47. He jumped ______ the pool.

a) in b) into c) on d) across

48. "Lahore is the capital of _____ Pakistan."

a) Hmmm b) Er c) Yup d) Ah

49. Use adjective in the given sentence:
The goat gives _____ milk.

a) me b) them c) her d) white

50. "Hareem does not like to play." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Past Perfect Tense b) Present Continuous Tense c) Present Indefinite Tense d) Past Indefinite Tense

51. Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
______ I misspelled my name on the form.

a) Ah b) Oh c) Oops d) Ouch

52. Third degree of "Wise" is:

a) wisest b) wiser c) more wiser d) wiserest

53. "We learn English at school." Verb in the following sentence is:

a) learn b) English c) at d) school

54. "There are monkeys on the hill." Common Noun in the following sentence is:

a) hill b) monkeys c) on d) there

55. "You played cricket." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Present Continuous Tense b) Present Indefinite Tense c) Past Indefinite Tense d) Past Perfect Tense

56. Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
They welcomed the guests warmly.

a) warmly b) welcomed c) they d) the guests

57. I am brave ______ you are coward.

a) but b) therefore c) because d) yet

58. I began my work _________ they had gone.



a) by b) on c) or d) after

59. Use adjective in the given sentence:
He jumped into the _______ river.

a) Indus b) Ravi c) deep d) high

60. Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
He is a brave soldier.

a) he b) soldier c) is d) brave

61. He is both handsome _________ clever.

a) or b) if c) and d) till

62. We are talking _____ poverty.

a) on b) of c) in d) about

63. Aslam respects ______ parents.

a) her b) their c) his d) them

64. There is unity ______ the brothers.

a) in b) on c) among d) between

65. The boys jumped quickly _________ the wall.

a) after b) among c) into d) over

66. "Tariq Bin Ziyady was a very brave man." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a) brave b) man c) very d) Tariq Bin Ziyad

67. Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
She shall work honestly.

a) work b) she c) honestly d) shall

68. Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
She sang a song happily.

a) sang b) happily c) she d) song

69. Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
He solved the question quickly.

a) quickly b) solved c) the d) question

70. "Our army is very brave." Adjective in the following sentence is:

a) army b) our c) very d) brave

71. The plain flies _______ the clouds.

a) in b) above c) before d) Down

72. Identify the adverb from the following:

a) Anew b) Way c) Wise d) There

73. Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
He talked to me politely.

a) talked b) to c) politely d) he, me

74. The boy jumped ______ the tree.

a) on b) by c) from d) to

75. "I have taken tea.." Auxiliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a) I b) taken c) tea d) have

76. Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ today is holiday.

a) Yahoo b) Bravo c) Fie d) Ah

77. The bold word in the given sentence is:
We help the poor.

a) verb b) adverb c) noun d) preposition

78. Although she is careless ______ she is very intelligent.

a) but b) so c) therefore d) yet

79. "_____, that seems good."

a) Ah b) Er c) Hmm d) O

80. Identify verb from the given sentence
We are walking in the garden.

a) we b) garden c) in, the d) walking

81. A word used instead of a noun is called:

a) proper noun b) common noun c) pronoun d) verb

82. Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
She goes to school regularly.

a) school b) goes c) she d) regularly

83. Pick out the collective noun from the given sentence: Our team won the match.

a) match b) won c) team d) the

84. Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
He stole my pen cleverly.

a) stole b) pen c) my d) claverly

85. They put a fence _____ the house.

a) on b) about c) among d) for

86. "It's hot today." "_____?" "I said it's hot today."

a) Yow b) Oh c) Eh d) Yeah

87. "_____. I don't think that's a great idea,."

a) Hey b) Er c) Hmm d) Oh

88. The bold word in the given sentence is:



I am doing my homework.

a) adjective b) adverb c) noun d) verb

89. The bird is in _____ nest.

a) its b) his c) their d) her

90. "They will be saying prayer." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Past Continuous Tense b) Present Continuous Tense c) Future Continuous Tense d) Present Perfect Continuous Tense

91. Identify verb from the given sentence:
I live in Islamabad.

a) Islamabad b) live c) in d) I

92. "How do you manage to stay there?" Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Present Indefinite Tense b) Present Continuous Tense c) Future Indefinite Tense d) Past Perfect Tense

93. I went to bazaar _____ shopping.

a) to b) from c) for d) in

94. Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence:
We get heat from sun.

a) get b) heat c) we, from d) sun

95. The boys are playing _____ the ground.

a) in b) on c) of d) from

96. Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
He likes to wear simple clothes.

a) clothes b) simple c) wear d) likes

97. "My mother is very dear to me." Adjective in the following sentence is:

a) dear b) my c) mother d) my

98. "Oh _____! Does it hurt?"

a) dear b) hmm c) does d) er

99. "_____, she's dead now."

a) Oh b) Er c) Hay d) Alas

100. Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ my new shoes are cutting my feet.

a) Hurrah b) Oh c) Alas d) Oops

101. "The chair is very light." Adjective in the following sentence is:

a) chair b) light c) very d) is

102. Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ our team has won the match.

a) Alas b) Ouch c) Aha d) Oops

103. Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ my father has died.

a) Hurrah b) Fie c) Hush d) Alas

104. I live _____ Lahore.

a) in b) on c) between d) of

105. A pen _________ a book is required.

a) but b) or c) than d) yet

106. Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ my necklace is lost.

a) Oh b) Ouch c) Fie d) Bravo

107. The bold word in the given sentence is:
She writes neatly.

a) conjunction b) noun c) adverb d) interjection

108. "We are five brothers." Nominative case in the following sentence is:

a) five b) are c) we d) brothers

109. I cannot _______ I am busy.

a) because b) but c) and d) or

110. He should differentiate _______ write and wrong.

a) among b) in c) between d) on

111. Third degree of "Merry" is:

a) merrier b) merryiest c) merryer d) merriest

112. We do ______ homework daily.

a) their b) our c) his d) her

113. I am active _____ you are lazy.

a) so b) but c) therefore d) yet

114. "They will make a noise." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Present Continuous Tense b) Past Continuous Tense c) Past Perfect Tense d) Future Indefinite Tense

115. Ali _____ Ahmad are close friends.

a) so b) but c) until d) and

116. He is intelligent __________ hardworking.

a) by b) therefore c) as well as d) both

117. Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
She bought a pretty doll.

a) bought b) she c) pretty d) doll

118. The children are playing hockey. ____ are very happy.



a) they b) it c) he d) we

119. Quaid-e-Azam is _____ national hero. _____ was born in Krachi.

a) he, our b) she, their c) our, he d) their, it

120. "We learn our lesson." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Past Indefinite Tense b) Present Indefinite Tense c) Present Continuous Tense d) Past Perfect Tense

121. "_____ Nida. How are you today?"

a) Hullo b) Er c) Hmmm d) Yow

122. Third degree of "proud" is:

a) proder b) proudest c) proudr d) pridest

123. Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
My teacher teaches me hardworkingly.

a) teaches b) hardworkingly c) My, me d) teacher

124. "They do not care about anything." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Present Continuous Tense b) Present Indefinite Tense c) Future Indefinite Tense d) Past Perfect Tense

125. A word that explains a verb is called:

a) verb b) adjective c) adverb d) conjunction

126. She says ______ she is a doctor.

a) and b) but c) that d) so that

127. Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence:
I like his innocence.

a) like b) his c) I d) Innocence

128. Work hard _____ you should fail.

a) so that b) so c) lest d) unless

129. The bold word in the given sentence is:
They walk slowly.

a) adjective b) adverb c) conjunction d) preposition

130. "_____, please say 'yes'!"

a) Er b) Le c) Eh d) Oh

131. "Crow is a very clever bird." Adjective in the following sentence is:

a) clever b) crow c) bird d) is

132. "They are going to the bazar." Third person pronoun in the following sentence is:

a) going b) to c) they d) bazar

133. Third degree of "simple" is:

a) simpler b) simplerest c) More simple d) simplest

134. Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
She helped the poor begger.

a) helped b) poor c) begger d) she

135. Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
The soldiers fought bravely.

a) fought b) bravely c) soldiers d) the

136. "He is a fat man." Noun in the following sentence is:

a) man b) fat c) is d) he

137. You are disturbing ______.

a) I b) me c) my d) myself

138. Can you wait ________?

a) beside b) outside c) upon d) to

139. "I am doing my job." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Present Continuous Tense b) Past Continuous Tense c) Future Indefinite Tense d) Past Perfect Tense

140. This chair is made ______ wood.

a) in b) from c) on d) of

141. We went to Krachi ______ train.

a) by b) with c) on d) a

142. "You are my friend." Auxiliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a) friend b) you c) my d) are

143. "They were coming towards me." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Past Perfect Tense b) Future Indefinite Tense c) Past Continuous Tense d) Present Continuous Tense

144. The bold word in the given sentence is:
I am eating a mango.

a) adverb b) conjunction c) verb d) noun

145. The bold word in the given sentence is:
He is chasing his dreams.

a) verb b) adverb c) adjective d) noun

146. He is my friend ______ he helps me.

a) because b) therefore c) so d) but

147. Identify the adjective from the given sentence:
His father is a famous doctor.

a) famous b) father c) is, a d) doctor

148. The name of some quality, state or action is called:

a) proper noun b) common noun c) material noun d) abstract noun

149. Our house is _________ the market and the school.



a) among b) between c) on d) over

150. I am a teacher ______ you are a doctor.

a) but b) so c) until d) unless

151. The bold word in the given sentence is:
He is running.

a) interjection b) conjunction c) verb d) adverb

152. "_____! What a good idea!"

a) Hey b) Yow c) Le d) Er

153. Identify the adverb from the following:

a) kin b) henceforth c) decided d) shore

154. "I shall be reading a book." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Future Continuous Tense b) Present Continuous Tense c) Past Continuous Tense d) Present Perfect Continuous Tense

155. Identify the material noun from the given sentence:
This door is made of iron.

a) door b) made c) this d) iron

156. Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
_______ My friend has failed.

a) Alas b) Oh c) Aha d) Bravo

157. "He did not go to the shop." Identify the tense of the following sentence.

a) Present Continuous Tense b) Past Indefinite Tense c) Present Indefinite Tense d) Past Perfect Tense

158. The words that join two words, clauses or sentences together are called:

a) preposition b) Interjection c) conjunction d) Adverb

159. Identify verb from the given sentence:
The boys are playing hockey.

a) the b) playing c) boys d) hockey

160. The bold word in the given sentence is:
I spoke angrily.

a) adjective b) preposition c) conjunction d) adverb

161. Pick out the proper noun from the given sentence:
The name of my country is Pakistan.

a) country b) Pakistan c) name d) my, of

162. Pick out the proper noun from the given sentence:  I visited Krachi last month.

a) Krachi b) visited c) I d) month

163. Identify the adverb from the given sentence:
We solved the exercise easily.

a) exercise b) solved c) easily d) we, the

164. ____ are going to Lahore.

a) I b) he c) it d) we

165. The word that explains a noun or adds meaning to a noun is called as:

a) verb b) adverb c) preposition d) adjective

166. I am ill ________ i will not go to school.

a) because b) therefore c) but d) yet

167. "Iqra behaves oddly sometimes." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a) behaves b) Iqra c) sometimes d) Both a,b

168. Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence:
He praised my beauty.

a) praised b) beauty c) my d) he

169. The children are playing with ______ toys.

a) their b) his c) its d) her

170. Pick out the proper noun from the given sentence:  Allama Iqbal is a famous poet.

a) famous b) poet c) Allama Iqbal d) is, a

171. There is neck ______ the face.

a) on b) in c) between d) below

172. "I shall eat an apple." Auxiliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a) eat b) shall c) apple d) I

173. Open ______ books.

a) my b) you c) your d) its

174. Identify verb from the given sentence:
The girl is singing a song.

a) singing b) the c) girl d) song

175. "Lahore has many gardens." Noun in the following sentence is:

a) gardens b) has c) many d) Lahore

176. Use adjective in the given sentence:
My _____ friend is my neighbour.

a) that b) this c) moving d) best

177. Use the correct interjection in the following sentence:
______ she is saying prayer.

a) Hurrah b) Hush c) Bravo d) Aha

178. We cannot go outside ______ it is raining.

a) therefore b) but c) and d) because

179. He sat _____ me.



a) before b) between c) in d) across

180. Identify the material noun from the given sentence:
The jug is made of glass.

a) made b) the, of c) jug d) glass
 
II)  ۔:�� ��

�
�ں � ا� � � درج ذ� ��ُ (All questions / options - 30 / 0 ) 0 Marks

1. � �۔ � �رى � � � �� ��
2. وہ �ر � � ر� �۔
3. � وا�� � ا�ام �ں � � ر� �ں �؟
4. � �۔ �آن � � �وت ���

�
� �

5. � ر� �ڑى � ذر� � � ر� �۔
6. � � � ا�م �� �۔
7. �� � � ر� �۔
8. � وہ �� �� � ر� � �؟
9. � � �رى ا�� � �ا�۔
10. � � ر�� �ے۔ ��� � �
11. �� ا� � �ں � �� �۔
12. � آپ � ��ں � �د � ؟
13. � � � �� � �� �ں۔
14. � �؟ � � وہ دوڑ ��
15. � �ں۔ � �ڑى � ���
16. � وہ �ل �ڑ ر� �؟
17. ��ں �� � �ڑ ر� �ں �۔
18. � دو�وں � ا�ر �ں � ر� �ں �؟
19. � �۔ �ا� � ���
20. � �� � ر� �۔ �

� ا� و�
21. ���ں � ر� �ں �۔ ��

��
�� �

22. وہ �ل �� �۔
23. � � �� �۔ وہ ���
24. � �۔ �رج �ب � �ُوب ���
25. �ض دے ر� �؟

�
� وہ �

26. �اروں �۔
�
ُ
� ��ں � �ں �ؤں � �

27. �ں � �� �؟
28. � �۔ �ى �ن ����

� � ا���
29. � �� ر� �� �؟
30. �� دودھ د� �۔

 


